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XlsWorkbookSecuring License Agreement: 

This template is protected by a copyright license © 2011 (MCN: CBEA2-DK9RV-XSFX5) and a CreativeCommons license 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/. 

You are free to share copies of this product under the following conditions: 

- Specific conditions of the licenses above. 

- The original file XlsWorkbookSecuring in all its versions can only be transmitted by one of the download links provided to 

us by one of the websites listed below or through links provided via email with address vg-excel-gest@hotmail.com. 

- Projects developed over the XlsWS are solely responsibility of those who developed them, and these people produce a 

hash code for the files changed from the original XlsWS. 

- In our sites, and along with the copies provided via download and with this license agreement follows the original Hash 

codes that must be confronted at the destination to verify the origin via a software code verification Hash. 

- The original file XlsWs in all its versions may not be sold or distributed in its original form. 

- The user is free to sell or distribute in any price the XlsWS after being developed on it any kind of spreadsheet or have 

been transferred beyond spreadsheets already developed by the user in order to XlsWS by the user protect their own 

development, taking with us to order a serial number and can resell this serial number for any price. 

- It is prohibited the reproduction of serial numbers of licenses valid for XlsWS obtained by reverse engineering. 

- The user agrees to fully assume all responsibility and damage caused by any malfunction of the template or its features 

that can be caused by factors external to the template, the user is also responsible for testing and evaluating the safety and 

anti-copy other features of the template. 

VG-EXCEL-GEST affirms and confirms that the XlsWorkbookSecuring in all its versions do not contain any virus or any form of 

malware, the original files being certified with a hash code that attach themselves here and can be confirmed on our website at 

http : / / vg-excel-gest-products.weebly.com/license-agreement-and-hash-codes.html. 

XlsWorkbookSecuring 1Ds n4 V1.0.0 exe RC : 

MD5 - ACBCE304C1BD1801B416B56C8AD6C9C7 

XlsWorkbookSecuring 1Ds n4 V1.0.0 exe RC : 

 MD5 - 15932AF1F644D4D8A00EEE0EBDFB24F1 

These terms are subject to change at any time. For future versions of this template is not guaranteed that may be distributed under 

the same license. 

The hash code certifies that this license agreement is posted on the website above. 

End. 


